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Introduction

As part of its 1998 Summer Graduate Student Research Project, a series of dimensionality
studies was commissioned by the Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) to Kevin
Meara of the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. This report presents the results of these
studies. The primary purposes of this research were to better understand the structure of the Medical
College Admission Test (MCAT) and to determine if structural differences exist across selected
groups of MCAT examinees.

To accomplish these goals, several dimensionality analyses were conducted on data from
recent administrations of the MCAT. The first set of analyses focused on appraising the global
structure of the MCAT. Global in this case means that the total population of test takers was the
studied sample. The second set of analyses appraised the consistency of the structure of these data
across groups of test takers that differed with respect to sex, repeater/non-repeater status, orientation
to the English language, and race/ethnicity.

The term "dimensionality" can be a confusing one. In fact, Brennan (1998) recently
exclaimed: "the terms unidimensional and multidimensional have so many conflicting connotations
that their unqualified use is little more than a Tower of Babel" (p. 6). In this study, we use the word
dimensionality to refer to the stnictural aspects of the MCAT that correspond to systematic sources
of variation in the responses of examinees to MCAT items. These aspects are often called
"dimensions" or "factors" in the psychometric literature. The intended structure of the MCAT
stipulates four distinct dimensions, which are characterized as test sections in the MCAT battery:
Verbal Reasoning, Biological Sciences, Physical Sciences, and the Writing Sample. The analyses
conducted in this study sought to uncover this intended structure and determine if it is consistent
across selected groups of the examinee population.

Method

The analyses conducted in this study were comprehensive. At the most general level,,the
analyses can be classified into one of two groups: global or group analyses. The global analyses
investigated the dimensionality of MCAT data for the entire MCAT examinee population (from two
recent administrations of the MCAT). These analyses were conducted on both item-level data and
parcel-level (groups of items) data. The group analyses were conducted only using parcel-level data.
In this section, first we will describe characteristics of the data, and then we will describe the global
and group analyses.

Data

Data from two forms of the MCAT were used in this study. Forms 15A and 15B were
administered in 1994 to 16,520 examinees (8,494 and 8,026 were administered forms 15A and 15B
respectively). Forms 23A and 23B were administered in 1996 to 12,625 examinees (8,147 and 4,478
were administered forms 23A and 23B respectively). The only difference between test forms A and
B, which are identical in content, is item order. All global analyses were done using data from each
of the four forms, whereas group analyses were performed by combining forms A and B for each test
administration.
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For each examinee, we had responses to 181 dichotomously scored items and two essay
prompts. Raw essay scores ranged from 2 to 12 points. The 181 dichotomously scored items were
aggregated from the following three test sections: Verbal Reasoning (55 items), Physical Science (63
items), and Biological Science (63 items). The science items were further broken into four
disciplines: Physics, General Chemistry, Biology, and Organic Chemistry. In addition to discipline,
items were classified by these characteristics: content categories (48), cognitive classifications (11),
and passage type (6). These characteristics were used mainly to aid factor interpretation of the item-
level principal component analyses (PCA) results. For analyses conducted using parcel-level data,
parcels were created by bundling groups of items based on content and difficulty.

Both confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) and weighted multidimensional scaling (WMDS)
were used to analyze the factor structure of the groups. The variables of interest included: 1) sex .

(analyzed using CFA only), 2) test taking status (first-timers/repeaters), 3) English as a second
language (ESL), and 4) race. Different sampling methods were used for each procedure. For the
CFA analyses, samples consisted of all available subjects in each group. For example, there were
8,820 first-timers and 7,661 repeaters who tested with form 15. All examinees were used. Sample
sizes were problematic for some racial groups. First, scores for Native Americans (form 15: n=123,
form 23: n=85) were too few to yield stable estimates; therefore, results for them were not reported.
Second, sample sizes for Other Hispanic test takers (form 15: n=373, form 23: n=287) were also
small, although the results for them are reported. Sample sizes for the group CFA analyses are
shown in Table 1 a.

Data: Sample Sizes

Table la. Data Used for This Study -- Group Sample Sizes
Number of Observations

Variable Group Form 15 Form 23
Each Exam All 16,520 12,625

Each Form Form A 8,494 8,147
Form B 8,026 4,478

Sex Female 7,651 5,952
Male 8,714 6,662

Repeater First-time test taker 8,820 7,297
Repeater 7,661 5,320

ESL English is Native Language 13,337 10,245
Learned English between 6-10 1,578 1,163
Learned English after age 10 1,477 1,088

Race Asian American 3,844 2,853
African American 1,393 1,085
Other Hispanic 373 287
Native American 123 85
Mexican American or PR 967 909
Caucasian 8,880 6,711
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For the WMDS analyses, data in each group were split into two samples based on sex, and
separate inter-parcel correlation matrices were derived for each one. Instead of having two groups
for first-timers/repeaters, there were four. For form 15, there were 4,649 male and 4,188 female
first-timers, and 4,084 male and 3,483 female repeaters. Because the sample sizes were small for
Other Hispanic examinees, they were not divided into two groups. Sample sizes for the group
WMDS analyses are shown in Table lb.

Table lb, Group WIVIDS Sample Sizes

Variable Group

Number of Observations
Form 15 Form 23

Male Female Male Female
Repeater First-time test taker 4,649 4,188 3,826 3,472

Repeater 4,084 3,483 2,838 2,486

ESL English is Native Language 6,955 6,289 5,317 4,928
Learned English between 6-10 832 738 639 525
Learned English after age 10 876 587 631 460

Race Asian American 2,138 1,712 1,586 1,267
African American 526 868 387 698
Other Hispanic 203 171 155 132
Native American 65 58 35 51
Mexican American or PR 467 505 445 469
Caucasian 4,910 3,988 3,657 3,056

Analyses

Global Item-level Analyses

The first step in this dimensionality study was to perform a series of item-level analyses on
the student response data using principal component analyses (PCA). Generally, work done with
PCA is exploratory in nature. The purpose is to explore the data, to discover and detect characteristic
features and interesting relationships, without imposing any definite model on the data (Joreskog &
Sorbom, 1989). In this study, PCA was used for two reasons. First, it served as a preliminary check
on dimensionality of the four forms (15A, 15B, 23A and 23B). Second, it was done to help make
decisions about parceling items for the next series of analyses.

Only dichotomously scored items were used for these analyses. PCAs were conducted on
each of the four complete forms (4 analyses), and on each of the three test sections (Verbal
Reasoning, Biological Science, and Physical Science) for each form (12 analyses). The results
yielded both an unrotated factor solution and an orthogonally rotated solution. Due to the small size
of the rotated factor loadings for the complete forms, efforts were made to interpret the factors of the
unrotated solutions only. Interpretations were carried out both visually and statistically. Visual
analysis involved identifying patterns among the characteristics and the factor loadings. Statistical
analysis involved calculating correlations among known item characteristics and the factor loadings

6
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from the PCA solutions. This was done by dummy coding characteristics such as discipline (which
consists of 5 classifications) as separate, dichotomous variables. Each dummy variable was then
correlated with the factor loadings. The characteristics correlated with the loadings included: a)
corrected item difficulty, b) discipline, c) passage type, d) cognitive classification, e) content
classification, and f) biserial correlation.

Global Parcel-level Analyses

The next step in this study was global parcel-level analysis. Performing factor analyses on
dichotomous items has been criticized for several reasons (e.g., Cate ll 1956; Cattell & Burdsal,
1975; Dorans & Lawrence, 1987, 1991; Green, 1983). Paramount among these reasons is the
fmding that spurious factors may emerge due to "noise" in the item-level data (i.e., due to the
unreliability of a single item). In addition, when a linear model (such as the PCA model) is used
with dichotomous (non-linear) data, the model has a tendency to overestimate dimensionality. For
these reasons, dichotomously scored items are often bundled together into parcels to yield more
stable representations of factor structure.

Two parceling strategies were used in this study. The first strategy grouped items into
parcels based on content at the discipline level. Items were parceled largely based on passages (or
item sets), which ensured that items of similar discipline were grouped together. This strategy was
supported after considering the results from the item-level PCA. Using this method, 31 and 32
parcels were created for test forms 15 and 23 respectively. The second strategy considered the
difficulty level of the items within discipline area. This scheme ignored sets of items and parceled
largely by difficulty within discipline: Items of similar discipline categories were grouped together,
and the parcels were balanced for difficulty. Using this method, 35 and 34 parcels were created.
Appendix A shows how the items were parceled using each strategy for test form 15.

PCAs were performed on all four forms, for each parceling method. For form 23, the results
were similar regardless of how the items were bundled. For form 15, on the other hand, the two
bundling strategies yielded slightly different results. The factors bundled using the second scheme
(i.e. difficulty-within-discipline) were more easily interpreted; thus, only the results for items
bundled using the second scheme are presented. There are two advantages of focusing on the
difficulty-within-discipline parceling scheme. First, when items are parceled in this way, item
dependence is reduced because item sets are broken up. Second, the effect of item order is reduced
because the items are not parceled according to test order. Additional analyses using
multidimensional scaling (MDS) and confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) were performed only on
the items bundled using the second parceling scheme.

MDS is a technique similar to factor analysis that is used to study and describe the structure
of multivariate data. Unlike factor analysis, MDS does not specify a linear model and is considered
to be more appropriate for evaluating test structure (Davison, 1985). A strength of MDS is that it's a
"spatial distance model," which enables one to plot the stimuli (e.g., items or item parcels) and
visually inspect the relationships that emerge. In this study, dissimilarities among the parcels were
calculated from the subdiagonal polychoric correlation matrix for each form. Like factor analysis,
MDS requires a user to obtain solutions in several dimensions and then choose among them. The fit
statistics used to evaluate the results are STRESS and R2. Although there are no universally accepted
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"rules of thumb" regarding the best fitting solution, many consider a solution to display adequate fit
to the data if STRESS is less than or equal to .10, and R2 is greater than or equal to .90. However,
simulations conducted by Kruskal and Wish (1978) suggest that if a STRESS value of .15 or less is
obtained when fitting an unidimensional model to the data, the data should be considered
unidimensional. Like factor analysis, the relative improvement in fit from one solution to the next is
also considered helpful in determining dimensionality. However, although data-model fit is
important in determining the most appropriate MDS model, the interpretability of the solution is
typically the most important factor (Davison & Sireci, in press). High-dimensional solutions that
cannot be interpreted are typically discarded, even if they exhibit better fit than lower-dimensional
solutions.

CFA was used to test the fit of parcel-level data to seven different models, ranging from one-
to eight-factors. Following is a list of the specifications of each multidimensional model. Diagrams .

of each model can be found in Apendix A. The one-factor model is self-explanatory. The two-factor
model specified constructs measuring: a) all VR and essay parcels on factor 1, and b) all science
items on factor 2. The three-factor model specified constructs measuring: a) all VR parcels on factor
1, b) all science parcels on 2, and c) essay score items on factor 3. Two four factor models were fit
to the data. The first model (model 4a) specified constructs measuring: a) all VR parcels on factor 1,
b) all physics and general chemistry parcels on 2, c) all biology and organic chemistry parcels on 3,
and d) essay items on factor 4. This model mirrored the discipline specifications of the MCAT. The
second four-factor model (model 4b) specified constnicts measuring: a) all VR parcels on factor 1, b)
all non-biology science parcels on 2, c) biology parcels on 3, and d) essay items on factor 4. This
structure was supported by the exploratory PCA and MDS analyses. The six-factor model specified
constructs measuring: a) all VR parcels on factor 1, b) physics on 2, c) general chemistry on 3, d)
biology on 4, e) organic chemistry on 5, and f) essay scores on factor 6. Finally, the eight-factor
model specified constructs measuring: a) humanities parcels on factor 1, b) natural sciences on 2, c)
social sciences on 3, d) physics on 4, e) general chemistry on 5, f) biology on 6, g) organic chemistry
on 7, and h) essay scores on factor 8. LISREL 7.2 (Joreskog & Sorbom, 1989) was used to carry out
the CFA analyses. The goodness of fit index (GFI), adjusted goodness of fit index (AGFI), root
mean square residual (RMSR), and change in chi-square were used to evaluate data-model fit.
Generally, a model was considered to fit the data when the GFI and AGFI were greater than or equal
to .90, and the RMSR was less than .10.

Group Parcel-level Analyses

The final step in this study was to evaluate the consistency of the MCAT structure across
diverse groups of test takers, using weighted multidimensional scaling (WMDS) and confirmatory
factor analysis. Both procedures allow for multiple groups within an analysis. The four groups of
interest were as follows: 1) sex (females and males), 2) repeaters (first-timers and repeaters), 3) ESL
(English as a first language, English learned between ages 6-10, and English learned after age 10),
and 4) race (Asian Americans, African Americans, Other Hispanics, Native Americans, Mexican
Americans or Puerto Ricans, and Caucasians). WMDS was used on all of the above groups except
sex.
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Weighted MDS models, also called "individual differences" models are appropriate for
evaluating test structure across groups because a common representation of test structure (called the
stimulus space) is derived simultaneously for all groups. Differences in dimensional structure
among the groups are reported using "subject weights." These weights are used to adjust the
stimulus space so it can be "stretched" or "shrunk" to best fit the data for one or more groups. For
example, the INDSCAL model proposed by Carroll and Chang (1970) uses a weighted Euclidean
distance formula to scale stimuli:

d ijk = w (xia X./a )2
a=I

where: duk= the Euclidean distance between stimuli (e.g., test items) i and j for group lc; wka is the
weight for group k on dimension a; xia= the coordinate of stimulus i on dimension a; and r= the
dimensionality of the model. A common stimulus space is derived for the stimuli. The "personal"
distances for each group are related to the common stimulus space by the equation:

Xkia =

where xkia represent the coordinate for stimulus i on dimension a in the personal space for group k;
wka represents the weight of group k on dimension a; and xia represents the coordinate of stimulus i
on dimension a in the common stimulus space.

Although weighted MDS models can evaluate test structure simultaneously across all groups,
most MDS models do not provide statistical tests of structural equivalence (cf. Ramsay, 1981).
Rather, descriptive fit indices are used to evaluate data-model fit. The STRESS index represents the
square root of the normalized residual variance of the monotonic regression of the MDS distances on
the transformed proximities. Thus, lower values of STRESS indicate better fit. The R2 index reflects
proportion of variance of the transformed proximities accounted for by the MDS distances. Thus,
higher values of R2 indicate better fit. Recent applications of weighted MDS have illustrated its
advantages for evaluating structural equivalence across cultural groups (Day & Rounds, 1998; Day,
Rounds, & Swaney, 1998) and across different language versions of a test (Sireci, Fitzgerald, &
Xing, 1998).

For the weighted MDS analyses in this study, groups of test takers were split first by sex and
then by one of the other grouping variables of interest. For example, the analysis of "repeaters"
versus "first-time" test takers involved creating four polychoric matrices for the following four
groups: male repeaters, female repeaters, male first-time test takers, and female first-time test takers.
The WMDS analysis for race involved deriving ten matrices. The matrice§ were derived for males
and females from each of the following groups: African Americans, Asian Americans, Caucasians,
and Mexican Americans. One matrix was derived from the responses of Spanish and South
American test takers, and another was derived from the responses of Native American test takers.
There were too few test takers in these last two groups to derive separate matrices for each sex. All
matrices were fit using the weighted,MDS model INDSCAL (Carroll & Chang, 1970).

Confirmatory factor analysis is becoming an increasingly popular technique for evaluating
structural equivalence across different groups (e.g., Reise & Widaman, & Pugh, 1993; Robie &
Ryan, 1996; Sireci, Fitzgerald, & Xing, 1998). CFA is attractive in this situation because it can

9
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handle multiple groups simultaneously, statistical tests of model fit are available, and descriptive
indices of model fit are provided. In multi-group CFA analyses, the hypothesized structure of an
assessment is incorporated into a structural equation model, and the stnicture is constrained to be
equal across all groups. A typical hypothesis tested using CFA is whether the factor loading matrix
is equivalent across all groups. The structure of the factor loadings is usually an "independent
clusters structure" (MacDonald, 1985), which specifies that: 1) each measured variable has a nonzero
loading on only the factor it was designated to measure, 2) correlations among the factors (i.e., lower
diagonal of the phi matrix) are freely estimated, and 3) the errors associated with the factor loadings
(i.e., theta delta matrix) are uncorrelated (Marsh, 1994). Sireci, et al. (1998) used the term "invariant
independent clusters structure" to refer to a model that constrains this structure to be equal across
two or more groups. For the CFA analyses, matrices of polychoric correlations were analyzed using
LISREL 7.2 and LISREL 8.0 (Joreskog & Sorbom, 1989; 1996). One-, two-, three-, foura-, and six-
factor models were fit to the data. These models are identical to those fit in the global parcel-level
PCA analyses. The GFI, RMSR, and Chi-square statistic were used to evaluate data-model fit
(Marsh, Balla, & MacDonald, 1988). Using simulated data, Sireci et al. (1998) found that the
RMSR was the best index for detecting departure from an invariant independent clusters structure.

Results

Global Analyses

Global Item-level PCA Results for Complete Forms

As expected, the analyses done on all items composing a test form all showed
multidimensionality. For all forms, the eigenvalues and the percentage of variance accounted for by
each factor are presented in Tables 2a - 3b. For form 15A, 47 factors had eigenvalues > 1.0. The
first principal component (eigenvalue=11.4) accounted for only 6.3% of the variance; and, the
second factor (eigenvalue=7.8) accounted for 4.3% of the variance. Similarly, for form 15B, 47
factors had eigenvalues > 1.0. The first principal component (eigenvalue= 12.6) accounted for only
6.9% of the variance; and, the second factor (eigenvalue=7.8) accounted for 4.3% of the variance.
Although slightly more variance (8.9%) was accounted for by the first factor (eigenvalue=16.1) for
form 23A, and less variance (2.2%) by the second factor (eigenvalue= 4.0), PCA extracted 54
factors. Finally, for form 23B, 58 factors were extracted. The first principal component
(eigenvalue=16.6) accounted for 9.1% of the variance; and, the second factor (eigenvalue= 4.0)
accounted for 2.2% of the variance.
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Summary of Item-level PCA Results for:
Complete Test Forms (i.e. all disciplines considered)

Table 2a. Complete Form, 1994, 15A Table 2b. Complete Form, 1994, 15B
Factor Eigenvalue % of Var Cum. % Factor Eigenvalue % of Var Cum. %

1 11.45 6.3 6.3 1 12.56 6.9 6.9
2 7.81 4.3 10.6 2 7.81 4.3 11.3
3 4.47 2.5 13.1 3 4.51 2.5 13.7
4 3.43 1.9 15.0 4 3.04 1.7 15.4
5 3.09 1.7 16.7 5 2.81 1.6 17.0
6 2.93 1.6 18.3 6 2.60 1.4 18.4
7 2.27 1.3 19.6 7 2.29 1.3 19.7.
8 2.14 1.2 20.8 8 2.06 1.1 20.8
9 1.93 1.1 21.8 9 2.02 1.1 21.9
10 1.86 1.0 22.9 10 1.91 1.1 23.0
11 1.82 1.0 23.9 11 1.84 1.0 24.0
12 1.79 1.0 24.9 12 1.74 1.0 25.0

Table 3a. Complete Form, 1996, 23A Table 3b. Complete Form, 1996, 23B
Factor Eigenvalue % of Var Cum. % Factor Eigenvalue % of Var Cum. %

1 16.09 8.9 8.9 1 16.55 9.1 9.1
2 4.03 2.2 11.1 2 3.99 2.2 11.3
3 2.24 1.2 12.4 3 2.31 1.3 12.6
4 1.83 1.0 13.4 4 1.89 1.0 13.7
5 1.68 .9 14.3 5 1.67 .9 14.6
6 1.51 .8 15.1 6 1.55 .9 15.4
7 1.44 .8 15.9 7 1.52 .8 16.3
8 1.40 .8 16.7 8 1.49 .8 17.1
9 1.33 .7 17.4 9 1.42 .8 17.9
10 1.31 .7 18.1 10 1.37 .8 18.6
11 1.28 .7 18.9 11 1.36 .7 19.4
12 1.27 .7 19.6 12 1.34 .7 20.1

To determine if there were similar structures across forms and tests, efforts were made to
interpret the first 10 factors for each form using visual inspection and correlation analysis. Only the
unrotated solutions were interpreted. Across all four forms the first factor correlated highly with the
biserials (.60 to .89), suggesting that this factor is a kind of general test factor. The second factor
across all four forms related to verbal reasoning (correlations ranged from .56 to .72 across the four
forms), but also had significant negative loadings related to organic chemistry (-.21 to -.38). In
addition, the second factor (for 23A and 23B), had significant negative correlations with general
chemistry (-.39 to -.40). More complete information about the factor interpretations of the first 10
factors for all four forms, can be found in Table 10.
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Summary of Item-level Analysis: Factor Interpretation
Table 10, Factor interpretation for the four complete forms.

Factor Category 15A 15B 23A 23B
1 Biserial: Biserial (.61) Biserial (.62) Biserial (.89) Biserial (.88)

Discipline: BLG. (.31) BLG. (.41) BLG (.20) BLG (.18)
Discipline: VR (-.33) VR (-.30)

2 Discipline: VR (.62) VR (.56) VR (.71) VR (.72)
Discipline: ORG (-.21) ORG (-.22) ORG (-.38) ORG (-.38)
Discipline: GCH (-.39) GCH (-.40)

3 Difficulty: CD (.37) CD (-.70) CD (-.71)
Discipline: VR (.47) GCH (.55) PHY (.23) PHY (.18)
Discipline: GCH (-.33) PHY (.27) ORG (.20) ORG (.23)
Discipline: PHY (-.56) VR (-.46) BLG (-.20) BLG (-.20)

4 Difficulty: CD (.30) CD (-.33)
Discipline: VR (.49) VR (.52) VR (.41) VR (.36)
Discipline: BLG (-.20) BLG (-.21) ORG (.38) ORG (.31)
Discipline: ORG (-.25) ORG (-.32) BLG (-.42) BLG (-.60)
Discipline: PHY (-.33) PHY (-.19)

5 Discipline: VR (.16) VR (.20) ORG (.22) VR (.33)

6 Discipline: GCH (.31) VR (.23) VR (.25) GCH (.26)
Discipline: PHY (.20) PHY (-.20) PHY (.27)
Discipline: BLG (-.46) BLG (-.34) BLG (-.34) BLG (-.25)

Passage Type: D (-.39)

7 Difficulty: CD (-.33)
Discipline: GCH (.47) PHY (.48) BLG (.50) BLG (.44)
Discipline: PHY (-.33) BLG (-.48) PHY (-.35) PHY (-.38)
Discipline: GCH (-.22) GCH (-.17)

8 Discipline: GCH (.23) PHY (.21) GCH (.48) ORG (.40)
Discipline: BLG (-.28) PHY (-.29) PHY (-.20)

9 Discipline: ORG (.20) ORG (.19)
Passage Type: D (.36) D (.26)

10 Discipline: BLG (.17) GCH (-.15) GCH (.20)
Discipline: PHY (-.21) ORG (.18)

Passage Type: D (.18)

12
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In general, the results of these analyses indicated that the factors loaded consistently across
the scrambled version of each test form (A & B). Loadings across test forms (15 and 23), were
similar but not identical. One distinction is that a larger percentage of items loaded on the first factor
for form 23. If we look at the results of the correlations across all four forms we see some interesting
things. First, correlations between loadings and discipline classification were generally large. In
other words, the five disciplines (verbal reasoning, biology, organic chemistry, physics, and general
chemistry) tended to load on separate factors. Next, correlations between loadings and content
classification tended to be small. This is probably due to the small number of items in each content
category. The exception is verbal reasoning (VR) which has only three content categories for 55
items. As a result, VR content categories tended to load on the same factors that loaded significantly
on verbal reasoning discipline factors. Finally, correlations between loadings and cognitive
classifications also tended to be small.

Global Item-level PCA Results for Test Sections

In general, the item-level PCA results at the test section level suggest that all test sections are
multidimensional. The eigenvalues and the percentage of variance accounted for by each factor for
all test sections are presented in Tables 4a through 9b. For the verbal reasoning section, form 15A,
12 factors had eigenvalues > 1.0. The first principal component (eigenvalue= 8.4) accounted for
15.2% of the variance; and, the second factor (eigenvalue= 4.3) accounted for 7.8% of the variance.
Similarly, for 15B a 10 factor solution was extracted. The first principal component (eigenvalue=
8.8) accounted for 15.9% of the variance; and, the second factor (eigenvalue= 4.2) accounted for
7.6% of the variance. Analysis of the factor loadings revealed that items tended to load as sets based
on membership to a particular passage. For example, items 42-47, which are based on a humanities
passage, loaded on factor 2; whereas, items 48-55, which are based on a natural science passage,
loaded on factor 1. The loadings then, tended to cluster items according to discipline/content.

For verbal reasoning, form 23A, 15 factors had eigenvalues > 1.0. The first principal
component (eigenvalue= 5.9) accounted for 10.8% of the variance; and, the second factor
(eigenvalue= 1.7) accounted for 3.1% of the variance. Similarly, for 23B, PCA extracted 16 factors.
The first principal component (eigenvalue= 6.2) accounted for 11.3% of the variance; and, the
second factor (eigenvalue= 1.6) accounted for 2.9% of the variance. In this case, analysis of the
factor loadings for the unrotated solution revealed that most items loaded on the first factor. This is
consistent with the high correlations between the biserials and the first factors (.97 and .88). In
addition, the items did not load as sets on other factors, although they did load distinctly by content
category according to the correlational analysis.

o0
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Table 4b. Verbal Reasoning, 1994, 15B
Factor Eigenvalue % of Var Cum. % Factor Eigenvalue % of Var Cum. %

1 8.38 15.2 15.2 1 8.76 15.9 15.9
2 4.27 7.8 23.0 2 4.20 7.6 23.6
3 3.05 5.5 28.5 3 2.60 4.7 28.3
4 2.08 3.8 32.3 4 2.28 4.1 32.4
5 1.89 3.4 35.8 5 2.06 3.8 36.2
6 1.69 3.1 38.8 6 1.77 3.2 39.4
7 1.58 2.9 41.7 7 1.52 2.8 42.2
8 1.52 2.8 44.5 8 1.42 2.6 44.7
9 1.17 2.1 46.6 9 1.12 2.0 46.8

10 1.05 1.9 48.5 10 1.05 1.9 48.7.

Table 7a. Verbal Reasoning, 1996, 23A Table 7b. Verbal Reasoning, 1996, 23B
Factor Eigenvalue % of Var Cum. % Factor Eigenvalue % of Var Cum. %

1 5.94 10.8 10.8 1 6.22 11.3 11.3
2 1.71 3.1 13.9 2 1.58 2.9 14.2
3 1.35 2.5 16.3 3 1.46 2.7 16.9
4 1.30 2.4 18.7 4 1.26 2.3 19.1
5 1.19 2.2 20.9 5 1.21 2.2 21.3
6 1.16 2.1 23.0 6 1.17 2.1 23.5
7 1.14 2.1 25.1 7 1.13 2.0 25.5
8 1.09 2.0 27.0 8 1.10 2.0 27.5
9 1.07 2.0 29.0 9 1.09 2.0 29.5
10 1.06 1.9 30.9 10 1.06 1.9 31.5

For the physical sciences section, results were consistent between the scrambled versions of
each test form, but not across test forms. For all forms, an average of 14 factors had eigenvalues >
1.0. The median first principal component (median eigenvalue= 7.7) accounted for an average of
12.2% of the variance; and, the median second factor (median eigenvalue= 3.3) accounted for an
average of 4.5% of the variance. For 23 A&B, there were large correlations between the first factors
and biserials (.95 and .96), and most of the items loaded on the first factor for the unrotated solution.
For 15 A&B, on the other hand, the correlations between the factors and biserials were small (.29
and .26) and fewer items loaded on the first factor. In the rotated solutions, for 15 A&B, the items
tended to load in groups based on item set affiliation. For all four forms, there were positive
correlations between discipline and factor loadings (.42 to .47).
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Table 5b. Physical Sciences, 1994, 15B
Factor Eigenvalue % of Var Cum. % Factor Eigenvalue % of Var Cum. %

1 7.79 12.4 12.4 1 7.78 12.4 12.4

2 3.83 6.1 18.4 2 3.80 6.0 18.4

3 2.30 3.7 22.1 3 2.81 4.5 22.9
4 2.23 3.5 25.6 4 1.99 3.2 26.0
5 1.78 2.8 28.5 5 1.67 2.7 28.7
6 1.58 2.5 31.0 6 1.51 2.4 31.1

7 1.48 2.3 33.3 7 1.38 2.2 33.3
8 1.44 2.3 35.6 8 1.35 2.1 35.4
9 1.24 2.0 37.6 9 1.24 2.0 37.4
10 1.20 1.9 39.5 10 1.14 1.8 39.2.

Table 8a. Physical Sciences, 1996, 23A Table 8b. Physical Sciences, 1996, 23B
Factor Eigenvalue % of Var Cum. % Factor Eigenvalue % of Var Cum. %

1 7.50 11.9 11.9 1 7.65 12.2 12.2
2 1.82 2.9 14.8 2 1.76 2.8 15.0
3 1.25 2.0 16.8 3 1.29 2.0 17.0
4 1.24 2.0 18.7 4 1.24 2.0 19.0
5 1.12 1.8 20.5 5 1.17 1.8 20.8
6 1.11 1.8 22.3 6 1.14 1.8 22.6
7 1.09 1.7 24.0 7 1.11 1.8 24.4
8 1.06 1.7 25.7 8 1.09 1.7 26.1
9 1.05 1.7 27.4 9 1.08 1.7 27.8

10 1.04 1.7 29.0 10 1.07 1.7 29.6

For the biological sciences section, results were consistent across form versions (A & B), and
across test forms (15 & 23). For all forms, an average of 12 factors had eigenvalues > 1.0. The
median first principal component (median eigenvalue= 7.3) accounted for an average of 11.5% of the
variance; and, the median second factor (median eigenvalue= 1.8) accounted for an average of 2.9%
of the variance. Similar to the physics test section, most items loaded on the first factor which
correlated highly with the biserials (range .90 to .96). The second factor correlated positively with
biology (range .79 to .90) and negatively with organic chemistry (-.79 to -.90). This indicates that
these factors distinguished between biology and organic chemistry items.
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Table 6b. Biological Sciences, 1994, 15B
Factor Eigenvalue % of Var Cum. % Factor Eigenvalue % of Var Cum. %

1 6.86 10.9 10.9 1 7.52 11.9 11.9
2 1.70 2.7 13.6 2 1.75 2.8 14.7
3 1.41 2.2 15.8 3 1.44 2.3 17.0
4 1.30 2.1 17.9 4 1.31 2.1 19.1
5 1.24 2.0 19.8 5 1.20 1.9 21.0
6 1.13 1.8 21.6 6 1.14 1.8 22.8
7 1.11 1.8 23.4 7 1.09 1.7 24.5
8 1.08 1.7 25.1 8 1.08 1.7 26.3
9 1.05 1.7 26.8 9 1.05 1.7 27.9
10 1.04 1.7 28.4 10 1.03 1.6 29.6-

Table 9a. Biological Sciences, 1996, 23A Table 9b. Biological Sciences, 1996, 23B
Factor Eigenvalue % of Var Cum. % Factor Eigenvalue % of Var Cum. %

1 7.15 11.4 11.4 1 7.45 11.8 11.8
2 1.86 3.0 14.3 2 1.87 3.0 14.8
3 1.52 2.4 16.7 3 1.46 2.3 17.1
4 1.23 1.9 18.7 4 1.22 1.9 19.1
5 1.19 1.9 20.5 5 1.21 1.9 21.0
6 1.15 1.8 22.4 6 1.15 1.8 22.8
7 1.07 1.7 24.1 7 1.12 1.8 24.6
8 1.06 1.7 25.8 8 1.11 1.8 26.3
9 1.05 1.7 27.4 9 1.09 1.7 28.1

10 1.02 1.6 29.0 10 1.07 1.7 29.8

The PCA results from the complete forms and test sections indicate that there is consistency
across form versions (A & B). However, there are differences across test forms (15 & 23) in terms
of loading patterns and the degree of multidimensionality. The eigenvalues and percentage of
variance in the data accounted for by the first factor suggests that each test section is
multidimensional. (To conclude each section is unidimensional, we would have liked to see the first
factor accounting for at least 20% of the variance in the data.) In addition, the PCA results indicate
that there were distinctions among the various disciplines. This finding was used to make parceling
decisions for the next series of analysis. Items also tended to group by passage or by set. There were
not many significant correlations between the factors and the cognitive classifications, therefore,
item parcels were created based on the discipline classification of the items. As mentioned earlier,
PCA and other methods of exploratory factor analysis have been criticized when applied to
dichotomous data because spurious factors often emerge due to unreliability and non-linearity of
item-level data. Thus, we move now to analysis of the parceled data, which obviates these problems.

16
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Global Parcel-level PCA Results

The eigenvalues and the percentage of variance accounted for by each factor for all forms are
presented in Tables 11 a through 12b. For 15A and 15B (35 parcels) the results were nearly identical.
Four factor solutions were extracted for both forms. For 15A, the first principal component
(eigenvalue= 10.7) accounted for 30.5% of the variance; and, the second factor (eigenvalue= 2.3)
accounted for 6.7% of the variance. Similarly, for 15B, the first principal component
(eigenvalue=11.8) accounted for 33.7% of the variance; and, the second factor (eigenvalue= 2.3)
accounted for 6.5% of the variance. Following are the factor loadings for the unrotated solution:
a) VR parcels and all science parcels loaded on factor 1, and b) the essay parcels loaded on factor 3.
The verbal reasoning items did have sizable loadings on factor 2, but they were smaller than the
loadings on factor 1. The rotated solution tended to distinguish among the science parcels. It
yielded the following factor loadings: a) physics, general chemistry and organic chemistry parcels .

loaded on factor 1, b) all VR parcels loaded on factor 2, c) biology parcels loaded on factor 3, and d)
essay scores loaded on factor 4. This PCA solution makes distinctions between biology and all other
sciences. These loadings were replicated with 15B. Tables 13a to 14b contain the loadings for the
unrotated and rotated PCA solutions for 15A and 15B. In general, the results suggest a strong
dominant factor with smaller factors related to discipline areas.

Summary of Parcel-level PCA Results for
Forms 15 A&B

Table 11 a. Parcel-level, Form 15A, 1994 Table 11b. Parcel-level, Form 15B, 1994
Factor Eigenvalue % of Var Cum. % Factor Eigenvalue % of Var Cum. %

1 10.66 30.5 30.5 1 11.79 33.7 33.7
2 2.35 6.7 37.2 2 2.26 6.5 40.1
3 1.32 3.8 40.9 3 1.28 3.7 43.8
4 1.10 3.1 44.1 4 1.05 3.0 46.8
5 .93 2.6 46.7 5 .89 2.6 49.4
6 .89 2.5 49.3 6 .83 2.4 51.7
7 .80 2.3 51.6 7 .79 2.2 54.0
8 .77 2.2 53.8 8 .71 2.0 56.0
9 .74 2.1 55.9 9 .71 2.0 58.0
10 .72 2.1 57.9 10 .60 2.0 60.0
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Parcel-level Analysis
Factor Loadings for Both PCA Solutions, Form: 15A

Table 13a. Unrotated Solution -- 15A Table 13b, Rotated Solution -- 15A
Parcel Factor 1 Factor 2 Parcel Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4

VAF: 30.5% 6.7% VAF: 30.5% 6.7% 3.8% 3.1%
VR1hum .54 VR1hum .64
VR2hum .50 VR2hum .60
VR3hum .49 VR3hum .59
VR4nst .43 VR4nst .52
VR5nst .50 VR5nst .63
VR6nst .51 VR6nst .63
VR7ssc .50 VR7ssc .62
VR8ssc .45 VR8ssc .53
VII9ssc .54 VR9ssc .59
VR1Ossc .51 VR1Ossc .60
phyl .60 phyl .53
phy2 .57 phy2 .50

phy3 .57 PIO .51
phy4 .61 phy4 .65

phy5 .66 phy5 .61
gchl .55 gchl .54
gch2 .58 gch2 .61
gch3 .57 gch3 .55
gch4 .58 gch4 .61
gch5 .66 gch5 .62
gch6 .65 gch6 .59
blgl .61 blgl .57
blg2 .65 blg2 .51
blg3 .59 blg3 .48
blg4 .58 blg4 .46
blg5 .59 blg5 .65
blg6 .55 blg6 .43
blg7 .56 blg7 .65
blg8 .58 blg8 .60
orgl .54 orgl .62
org2 .57 org2 .60
org3 .51 org3 .45
org3 .47 org3 .55
elscore
e2score

.73

.66
elscore
e2score

.88

.84
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Table 14a, Unrotated

Parcel Level Analysis
Form: 15B

17

Factor Loadings for Both PCA Solutions,

Solution -- 15B Table 14b, Rotated Solution -- 15B
Parcel Factor 1 Factor 2 Parcel Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4

VAF: 33.7% 6.5% VAF: 33.7% 6.5% 3.7% 3.0%
VR1hum .58 VR1hum .66
VR2hum .56 VR2hum .64
VR3hum .53 VR3hum .61

VR4nst .49 VR4nst .56
VR5nst .57 VR5nst .64
VR6nst .57 VR6nst .65

VR7ssc .55 VR7ssc .63

VR8ssc .50 VR8ssc .52

VR9ssc .54 VR9ssc .60
VR1Ossc .53 VR1Ossc .61

phyl .61 phyl .57
phy2 .59 phy2 .52
phy3 .60 phy3 .56
phy4 .64 phy4 .65
phy5 .68 phy5 .64
gchl .56 gchl .51

gch2 .61 gch2 .61

gch3 .61 gch3 .56
gch4 .61 gch4 .62
gch5 .69 gch5 .63
gch6 .68 gch6 .61

blgl .62 blgl .56
blg2 .66 blg2 .52
blg3 .60 blg3 .51
blg4 .60 blg4 .49
blg5 .63 blg5 .64
blg6 .58 blg6 .46
blg7 .59 blg7 .66
blg8 .61 blg8 .60
orgl .54 orgl .64
org2 .58 org2 .59
org3 .51 org3 .48
org3 .53 org3 .56
elscore
e2score

.74

.66
elscore
e2score

.87

.83
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For 23A and 23B (34 parcels) the results were similar to each other and to 15A and 15B.
Three and four factor solutions were extracted for each form respectively. For 23A, the first
principal component (eigenvalue= 10.7) accounted for 31.4% of the variance; and, the second factor
(eigenvalue= 2.2) accounted for 6.4% of the variance. For 23B, the first principal component
(eigenvalue= 10.9) accounted for 32.3% of the variance; and, the second factor (eigenvalue= 2.2)
accounted for 6.4% of the variance. The rotated solution for 23A, suggested a 3 factor solution: a)
all science parcels loaded on factor 1, b) VR parcels loaded on factor 2, and c) essay scores loaded
on factor 3. The rotated solution for 23B, like the solutions for 15A and 15B, distinguished between
biology parcels (which loaded on factor 3) and all other science parcels (which loaded on factor 1).
Tables 15a to 16b contain the loadings for the unrotated and rotated PCA solutions for 23A and 23B.

Summary of Parcel-level PCA Results for:
Forms 23 A&B

Table 12a. Parcel-level, Form 23A, 1996 Table 12b. Parcel-level, Form 23B, 1996
Factor Eigenvalue % of Var Cum. % Factor Eigenvalue % of Var Cum. %

1 10.67 31.4 31.4 1 10.98 32.3 32.3
2 2.19 6.4 37.8 2 2.17 6.4 38.7
3 1.31 3.9 41.7 3 1.28 3.8 42.4
4 1.00 2.9 44.6 4 1.04 3.1 45.5
5 .93 2.7 47.4 5 .91 2.7 48.2
6 .83 2.4 52.1 6 .88 2.6 50.7
7 .79 2.3 54.4 7 .81 2.4 53.1
8 .78 2.3 56.7 8 .78 2.3 55.4
9 .77 2.3 58.8 9 .75 2.2 57.6
10 .72 2.1 60.8 10 .72 2.1 59.7
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Factor Loadings
Parcel Level Analysis

Form: 23A
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for Both PCA Solutions,

Solution -- 23A Table 15b. Rotated Solution -- 23A
Parcel Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Parcel Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3

VAF: 31.4% 6.4% 3.9% VAF: 31.4% 6.4% 3.9%
VR1 hum .44 VR1 hum .58
VR2hum .48 VR2hum .61

VR3hum .47 VR3hum .54
VR4nst .43 VR4nst .50
VR5nst .46 VR5nst .51

VR6nst .57 VR6nst .55
VR7ssc .55 VR7ssc .65
VR8ssc .58 VR8ssc .66
VR9ssc .47 VR9ssc .55
VR1Ossc .48 VR1Ossc .57

phyl .60 phyl .56
phy2 .57 phy2 .51

phy3 .61 phy3 .60
phy4 .52 phy4 .52
phy5 .55 phy5 .50
phy6 .61 phy6 .61
gchl .55 gchl .62
gch2 .60 gch2 .65
gch3 .60 gch3 .65
gch4 .64 gch4 .64
gch5 .63 gch5 .64
blgl .58 blgl .44
blg2 .59 blg2 .47
blg3 .63 blg3 .51
blg4 .61 blg4 .50
blg5 .61 blg5 .48
blg6 .63 blg6 .52
blg7 .62 blg7 .49
blg8 .60 blg8 .41
orgl .61 orgl .65
org2 .56 org2 .61
org3 .52 org3 .63
elscore
e2score

.73

.69
el score
e2score

.84

.81
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Parcel Level Analysis
Factor Loadings for PCA Solutions, Form: 23B

Table 16a, Unrotated Solution -- 23B Table 16b, Rotated Solution -- 23B
Parcel Factor 1 Factor 2 Parcel Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4

VAF: 32.3% 6.4% VAF: 32.3% 6.4% 3.8% 3.1%
VR1hum .42 VR1hum .60
VR2hum .48 VR2hum .65
VR3hum .47 VR3hum .60
VR4nst .45 VR4nst .50
VR5nst .43 VR5nst .44
VR6nst .56 VR6nst .52
VR7ssc .56 VR7ssc .59
VR8ssc .61 VR8ssc .63
VR9ssc .49 VR9ssc .55
VR1Ossc .53 VR1Ossc .59
phyl .60 phyl .48
phy2 .57 phy2 .41

phy3 .61 phy3 .48
phy4 .50 phy4 .48
phy5 .56 03'5 .39
phy6 .63 phy6 .55
gchl .58 gchl .61
gch2 .62 gch2 .64
gch3 .59 gch3 .65
gch4 .64 gch4 .58
gch5 .62 gch5 .56
blgl .57 blgl .51
blg2 .59 blg2 .60
blg3 .64 blg3 .55
blg4 .63 blg4 .57
blg5 .59 blg5 .62
blg6 .66 blg6 .57
blg7 .63 blg7 .63
blg8 .60 blg8 .53
orgl .63 orgl .63
org2 .55 org2 .66
org3 .51 org3 .72
elscore .67 elscore .85
e2score .62 e2score .82
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Global Parcel-level MDS Results

Like the PCA solutions, the MDS results were similar across all four forms of the test. For
each form the statistics indicate a good fit of the data in three-dimensions (median statistics for the
3-dimensional solutions: RSQ = .96 and Stress = .10). The fit statistics are presented in Table 17.
The first dimension clearly corresponds to verbal reasoning parcels versus science parcels. The
second dimension is an essay (Writing Sample) score versus non-essay score dimension. The third
dimension is not easily interpreted visually; although, it does seem to make small distinctions among
groups of science items.

Parcel Level Analysis
MDS Fit Statistics, All four forms

Table 17, MDS fit statistics for all four forms.
Form Dimensional Solution Stress R-squared
15A 1

2

5
6

.22 .87

.13 .94

.08

.06

.06

.97

.98

.98

15B 1

2
.22
.15

. 89

.93

23A 1

2
.28
.13

0

.07

.07

.06
5
6

.78
. 93

.97
.97
.98

23B 1

2
.28
.17

.79

. 89

5
6

.09 .95

.08 .96
.07 .97

* shading indicates accepted solution
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The relationships among the parcels are most easily interpreted by looking at the scatter plots
of the stimulus coordinates (Figures l a to 4). The two-dimensional plots for all four forms were very
similar. In each case, the verbal reasoning parcels are polarized from the science parcels along the
first dimension; and, the essay parcels separate from all other items along the second dimension.
Clearly there are three clusters of different parcel types. Within the science item clusters there is
evidence that some parcels are grouping by discipline. For example, at the farthest end of dimension
one there is a grouping of organic chemistry parcels. Follow-up analysis using cluster analysis are
planned. The MDS results, appear to be consistent with the parcel-level PCA solutions.

Parcel Level Analysis
MDS 2-d Stimulus Plots for 15A & 15B

Figure l a, 2-d MDS Stimulus Plot for 15A

MDS Stimulus Configuration, 2-d 15A
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Figure lb, 2-d MDS Stimulus Plot for 15B

MDS Stimulus Configuration, 2-d 15B
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Parcel Level Analysis
MDS 2-d Stimulus Plots for 23A & 23B

Figure 2a, 2-d MDS Stimulus Plot for 23A

MDS Stimulus Configuration, 2-d 23A
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Figure 2b, 2-d MDS Stimulus Plot for 23B
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Parcel Level Analysis
MDS 3-d Stimulus Plots, 15A and 23A

Figure 3, 3-d MDS Stimulus Plot for 15A

MDS,Stimulus Configuration, 3-d 15A

Figure 4, 3-d MDS Stimulus Plot for 23A

MDS Stimulus Configuration, 3-d 23A
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Global Parcel-level CFA Results

Table 18 summarizes the fit statistics for the CFAs. The results were identical across forms
and exams. The one-factor models did not appear to fit the data well. The two-, three-, foura-, fourb-,
six- and eight-factor models, on the other hand, all appear to fit the data well. The goodness of fit
index for the two-factor model ranged from .92 to.94 and the median RMSR was .036. This result
suggests that one underlying construct can adequately account for all of the science items. There was
some improvement, however, when science parcels were separated by discipline in the six-factor
model. The GFI for the six-factor model were all equal to .98 and the median RMSR=.020. Also
notable, the 4b-model fit the data slightly better (AGFI=.98, RMSR=.020) than the 4a-factor model
(AGFI=.96, RMSR=.024). The 4a model conforms to the score reporting scheme currently used for
the MCAT; whereas, model 4b separates biology from all other sciences. The improvement in fit
from the six-factor model to the eight-factor model was negligible. Diagrams of above models can be.
found in Appendix A.

Which solution fits best? To draw some conclusions, we used the change in Chi-square
values from model to model as an indicator of improvement in fit. For Form 15A, the largest change
occurs from the one-factor model (which does not fit according to the GFI) to the two-factor model
(change=6438). Among models that fit, there is a sizable change in the chi-square value between the
two- and three-factor models (2539), and there is a sizable difference between the three- and six-
factor models (1855). There is little improvement between the three- and foura-factor models (635),
and between the six- and eight-factor models (520). It appears, then, that the foura-factor model
offers little advantage over the three-factor model. Thus, the three- and six-factor models may be the
best fitting choices (depending on how test scores are used). In summary, the results of the CFA
showed consistency with the other parcel-level analysis and suggest that there is consistency across
form variations (A & B) and across tests (15 & 23). In addition, they provide evidence that the test
forms (15A, 15B, 23A and 23B) are measuring at least three underlying constructs: a) verbal
reasoning, b) science, and c) writing.

Results of Group Analyses

Group WMDS Results

As described in the global analyses, two- and three-dimensional MDS models seemed
appropriate for the MCAT data. The two-dimensional models distinguished the verbal reasoning test
section and writing sample from the two science test sections. The three-dimensional model
appeared to distinguish some of the science disciplines. In applying the 'Weighted MDS models to
the group data, we expected to uncover similar dimensions. However, in weighted MDS models,
additional dimensions are typically needed if one or more dimensions are needed to account for
systematic variation in one or more groups. Because form differences were not noted in the global
analyses, and because some of the group sample sizes were small, the data were combined across the
unscrambled (Form A) and scrambled (Form B) versions. All analyses were performed separately

on Form 15 and 23. The criteria for selecting the best MDS solution were fit (STRESS and R2),
interpretability, and consistency across replications.
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Parcel Level Analysis
CFA Fit Statistics, All four forms

Table 18, CFA fit statistics for all four forms.
Form No. of Factors GFI / AGFI RMSR Chi-Square DF
15A 1 .84 / .82 .055 12,810 560

2 .94 / .93 .033 6,372 559
3 .96 / .95 .027 3,833 557
4a .97 / .96 .024 3,198 554
4b .98 / .97 .020 2,506 554
6 .98 / .98 .018 1,978 545
8 .99 / .98 .028 1,458 532

15B 1 .83 / .82 .053 12,248 560
2 .94 / .93 .032 6,035 559
3 .96 / .95 .026 3,662 557
4a .97 / .96 .024 2,948 554
4b .98 / .97 .020 2,340 554
6 .98 / .98 .017 1,660 545
8 .99 / .98 .016 1,375 532

23A 1 .85 / .84 .052 12,094 527
2 .93 / .92 .038 7,259 526
3 .95 / .95 .033 4,225 524
4a .96 / .95 .030 3,565 521
4b .97 / .97 .025 2,602 521
6 .98 / .98 .021 1,698 512
8 .99 / .99 .017 1,287 499

23B 1 .85 / .83 .051 6,996 527
2 .92 /.91 .038 4,347 526
3 .95 / .94 .033 2,650 524
4a .96 / .95 .030 2,291 521
4b .97 / .97 .026 1,669 521
6 .98 / .98 .022 1,236 512
8 .98 / .98 .019 1,053 499

,2.9
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First-time/repeaters. In reporting the results of the group analyses, we start with the
repeater/non-repeater analysis, which involved four groups. Fit statistics and subject weights for
Forms 15 and 23 can be found in Tables 19a-20c. For both test forms, the three-dimensional

solution appeared best. The STRESS values were .15 and .14, and the R2 values were .90 and .89,
for Forms 15 and 23, respectively. The first dimension separated the verbal reasoning parcels and
writing samples from the science parcels; the second dimension distinguished the organic chemistry
parcels from the other parcels; and the third dimension separated the writing samples from all the
parcels. The percentages of variance accounted for by the first through third dimensions were 42%,
28%, and 20%, respectively for Form 15, and 57%, 21%, and 11% respectively for Form 23. No
differences among the subject weights across the four groups were observed. The three dimensions
appeared to account for the variation in the data for all groups of male and female repeaters and non-
repeaters in similar fashion. Figures 5a through 6b show the subject weights and stimulus
configurations for the three-dimensional solution for Forms 15 and 23.

Multi-group WMDS Analysis:
Repeaters Form 15

Table 19a, MDS Fit Statistics for Repeaters, Averaged Over Matrices.
Form Dimensional Solution Stress R-squared
15 2

5
6

.18 .88

.13 .91

.11 .93

.09 .94
* shading indicates accepted solution

Table 19b, MDS Fit Statistics for Each Repeater Group for the 3-Dimensional Solution.
Form Matrix Stress R-squared
15 1. First-timer, Male .14 .92

2. First-timer, Female .16 .88
3. Repeater, Male .14 .91
4. Repeater, Female .16 .88

Table 19c, MDS Subject Weights for Each Repeater Group for the 3-Dimensional Solution.
Dimension

Form Matrix Weirdness 1 2 3
15 1. First-timer, Male .21 .48 .64 .52

2. First-timer, Female .10 .68 .45 .47
3. Repeater, Male .10 .63 .59 .39
4. Repeater, Female .20 76 .40 .37

Importance of each dimension: .42 .28 .20

30
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Multi-group WMDS Analysis:
Repeaters Form 15

Figure 5a,

Derived Subject Weights: Repeaters, Form 15.

Figure 5b,

1) One-timer, Male 3) Repeater, Male
2) One-timer, Female 4) Repeater, Female

Stimulus Configuration: Repeaters, Form 15

31
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Multi-group WMDS Analysis:
Repeaters Form 23

Table 20a, MDS Fit Statistics for Repeaters, Averaged Over Matrices.
Form Dimensional Solution Stress R-squared
23 2 .19 .85

5
6

.12 .92

.11 .92

.09 .93

* shading indicates accepted solution

Table 20b, MDS Fit Statistics for Each Repeater Group for the Three-Dimensional Solution.
Form Matrix Stress R-squared
23 1. First-timer, Male .14 .90

2. First-timer, Female .15 .89
3. Repeater, Male .14 .90
4. Repeater, Female .15 .88

Table 20c, MDS Subject Weights for Each Repeater Group for the Three-Dimensional Solution.
Dimension

Form Matrix Weirdness 1 2 3
23 1. First-timer, Male .23 .79 .31 .42

2. First-timer, Female .08 .75 .49 .31
3. Repeater, Male .10 .81 .38 .32
4. Repeater, Female .22 .66 .60 .30

Importance of each dimension: .57 .21 .11

3
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Multi-group WMDS Analysis:
Repeaters Form 23

Figure 6a,

Derived Subject Weights: Repeaters, Form 23.

1) One-timer, Male 3) Repeater, Male
2) One-timer, Female 4) Repeater, Female

Figure 6b,

Stimulus Configuration: Repeaters, Form 23.

33
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Native English/ESL. Six matrices were involved in the analysis of structure consistency
across test takers with expected differences in English proficiency. The first two matrices were
derived from males and females who self-reported themselves as native speakers of English. The
third and fourth matrices were derived from male and female examinees who reported they learned
English between the ages of 6 and 10. The fifth and sixth matrices were derived from males and
females who reported they learned English after the age of ten. Fit statistics and subject weights for
both forms can be found in Tables 21a-22c. For both test forms, a four-dimensional solution was

deemed most appropriate. The STRESS values were .18 for both test forms, and the R2 values were
.80 and .79, for Forms 15 and 23, respectively. The verbal and essay dimensions noted in the
repeater analyses re-emerged, as did separate dimensions for the non-biological sciences and the
biological sciences. For Form 15, the percentages of variance accounted for by the first through
fourth dimensions were 44%, 15%, 11%, and 9%, respectively. The results were similar for Form 23
(42%, 15%, 12% and 10%). Inspection of the group weights revealed one notable difference among
the groups. Females who learned English between 6 and 10 years old had a relatively lower weight
on the "essay" dimension for both forms. Thus, the writing samples accounted for less variation in
the data for these females, relative to the other groups. This difference is illustrated in Figure 7b,
which displays the subject weights from a two-dimensional subspace of this solution. Figures 7a
through 10c show the subject weights and stimulus configurations for the four-dimensional solution
for all forms.

Multi-group WMDS Analysis:
ESL Form 15

Table 21a, MDS Fit Statistics for ESL, Averaged Over Matrices.
Form Dimensional Solution Stress R-squared
15 2 .27 .75

3 .21 .78
$'

5 .16 .80
6 .14 .82

* shading indicates accepted solution

Table 21b, MDS Fit Statistics for Each ESL Group for the Four-Dimensional Solution.
Form Matrix Stress R-squared
15 1. English first, Male .14 .90

2. English first, Female .15 .87
3. ESL Learned 6-10, Male .20 .77
4. ESL Learned 6-10, Female .23 .68
5. ESL Learned after 10, Male .19 .79
6. ESL Learned after 10, Female .20 .77

3 4
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Table 21c, MDS Subject Weights for Each ESL Group for the Four-Dimensional Solution.
Dimension

Form Matrix Weirdness 1 2 3 4

15 1. English first, Male .22 .76 .29 .42 .26
2. English first, Female .25 .65 .42 .48 .22
3. ESL Learned 6-10, Male .04 .67 .38 .29 .32
4. ESL Learned 6-10, Female .42 .48 .55 .10 .36
5. ESL Learned after 10, Male .12 .70 33 .28 .35
6. ESL Learned after 10, Female .08 .71 .34 .27 .28

Importance of each dimension: .44 .15 .11 .09

37:
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Multi-group WMDS Analysis:
ESL Form 15

Subject Weights: ESL, Form 15.

.9

.8

.7.

.6.

Dim-1: Verbal vs. Science

Subject Weights: ESL, Form 15.

4 5

2

Dim-3: Writing

Subject Weights: ESL, Form 15.

.6 .9

1) E 1st, Male 3) L 6-10, Male 5) L >10, Male

2) E 1st, Female 4) L 6-10, Female 6) L >10, Female
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Multi-group WMDS Analysis:
ESL Form 15

Stimulus Configuration: ESL, Form 15.

40 -2.5 -2.0 -1.5 -1.0 -.5 Ci.0 ..5

Dim-1: Verbal vs. Science

1.0 1.5 f.o 215 3.0

Stimulus Configuration: ESL, Form 15.

Dim-4: Bio vs. Other

Stimulus Configuration: ESL, Form 15.
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Multi-group WMDS Analysis:
ESL Form 23

Table 22a, MDS Fit Statistics for ESL, Averaged Over Matrices.
Form Dimensional Solution Stress R-squared
23

* shading indicates accepted solution

Table 22b, MDS Fit Statistics for Each ESL Group for the Four-Dimensional Solution.
Form Matrix Stress R-squared
23 1. English first, Male .13 .89

2. English first, Female .15 .87
3. ESL Learned 6-10, Male .21 .71
4. ESL Learned 6-10, Female .21 .72
5. ESL Learned after 10, Male .18 .79
6. ESL Learned after 10, Female .20 .75

Table 22c, MDS Subject Weights for Each ESL Group for the Four-Dimensional Solution.
Dimension

Form Matrix Weirdness 1 2 3 4
23 1. English first, Male .44 .72 .23 .55 .13

2. English first, Female .28 .71 .31 .47 .19
3. ESL Learned 6-10, Male .11 .61 .40 .26 .31
4. ESL Learned 6-10, Female .37 .49 .45 .18 .49
5. ESL Learned after 10, Male .08 .69 39 .28 .29
6. ESL Learned after 10, Female .22 .61 .48 .21 .34

Importance of each dimension: .42 .15 .12 .10

3 8
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Multi-group WMDS Analysis:
ESL Form 23

Subject Weights: ESL Groups, Form 23.

Dim-1: Verbal vs. Science

Subject Weights: ESL Groups, Form 23.

0.0 .1 .2

Dim-3: Writing

Subject Weights: ESL Groups, Form 23.

1) E 1st, Male 3) L 6-10, Male 5) L >10, Male
2) E 1st, Female 4) L 6-10, Female 6) L >10, Female

3 3
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Multi-group WMDS Analysis:
ESL Form 23

Stimulus Configuration: ESL, Form 23.
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Race/ethnicity. Ten matrices were involved in the race/ethnicity analysis. A five-
dimensional solution was accepted for both test forms. The STRESS values were .19 for both forms,

and the values of R2 were .63 (Form 15) and .60 (Form 23). Two of the dimensions were the
familiar verbal and writing skills dimensions. The other three dimensions roughly distinguished the
biology, chemistry, and physics items. Thus, the dimensions corresponded to the known content
structure of the MCAT. For Form 15, the percentages of variance accounted for by the first through
fifth dimensions were 36%, 9%, 7%, 5% and 5% respectively. For Form 23, the percentages of
variance in the data accounted for by the dimensions were similar (29%, 9%, 8%, 8% and 7%). Fit
statistics and subject weights for both forms can be found in Tables 23a-24c. Some notable
differences were observed among the group weights. The weights for both male and female
Mexican Americans on the essay dimension were relatively lower in comparison to the other groups
(including the Asian and Other Hispanic groups). For both test forms, these two groups had higher
weights on the "chemistry" dimension relative to the other groups. The subject weights for the
"essay" and "chemistry" dimensions are presented in Figures 13b for From 23. The subject weights
for the other three dimensions are portayed in Figures 13a and 13c. These figures illustrate the
relative similarity between Asians and Caucasians in the weighting of the dimensions, and the
differences noted for the Mexican Americans. These weight differences suggest that the writing
samples account for less variation, and the chemistry parcels account for more variation, in the data
for Mexican Americans relative to the other racial/ethnic groups. Figures 11 a through 12c show the
subject weights and stimulus configurations for the five-dimensional solution for Forms 15.

An important observation noted across all the weighted MDS analyses was that there
appeared to be very little variation in dimension weights across the sexes for any of the groups
studied. Thus, the structure of the MCAT appears very similar for male and female test takers within
each studied group.

41
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Multi-group WMDS Analysis:
Race Form 15

Table 23a, MDS Fit Statistics for Race, Averaged Over Matrices.
Form Dimensional Solution Stress R-squared
15 2 .32 .55

3 .26 .59
4 .23 .60

19.

6 .17 .64
* shading indicates accepted solution

Table 23b, MDS Fit Statistics for Each Racial Group for the Five-Dimensional Solution.
Form Matrix Stress R-squared
15 1. Asian American, Male .15 .84

2. Asian American, Female .15 .85
3. African American, Male .21 .55
4. African American, Female .21 .50
5. Other Hispanic, (both) .21 .57
6. Native American, (both) .23 .41
7. Mexican Am./P.R., Male .21 .48
8. Mexican Am./P.R., Female .24 .38
9. Caucasian, Male .14 .87
10. Caucasian, Female .15 .82

Table 23c, MDS Subject Weights for Each Racial Group for the Five-Dimensional Solution.
Dimension

Form Matrix Weirdness 1 2 3 4 5
15 1. Asian American, Male .35 .79 .32 .29 .10 .16

2. Asian American, Female .30 .82 .25 .27 .11 .15
3. African American, Male .15 .48 .29 .29 .28 .28
4. African American, Female .21 .42 .32 .22 .29 .30
5. Other Hispanic, (both) .05 .58 .29 .24 .23 .19
6. Native American, (both) .16 .38 .30 .24 .26 .21
7. Mexican Am./P.R., Male .32 .41 .30 .13 .31 .32
8. Mexican Am./P.R., Female .37 .36 .29 .08 .25 .31
9. Caucasian, Male .32 .78 .31 .35 .15 .10
10. Caucasian, Female .20 .71 .32 .37 .18 .18

Importance of each dimension: .36 .09 .07 .05 .05
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Multi-group WMDS Analysis:
Race Form 15

Subject Weights: Race, Form 15.

5
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Dim-3: Writing
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Dim-4: Social Science vs. Other

1) Asian, M 3) Afric-Am, M 5) Spanish, B 7) Mex-Am,
2) Asian, F 4) Afric-Am, F 6) Native-Am, B 8) Mex-Am,
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Multi-group WMDS Analysis:
Race Form 15

Stimulus Configuration: Race, Form 15.

Dim-1: Verbal vs. Science

Stimulus Configuration: Race, Form 15.
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Multi-group WMDS Analysis:
Race Form 23

Table 24a, MDS Fit Statistics for Race, Averaged Over Matrices.
Form Dimensional Solution Stress R-squared
23 2 .32 .51

3 .26 .56
4 .22 .57

.60
6 .18 .61

* shading indicates accepted solution

Table 24b, MDS Fit Statistics for Each Racial Group for the Five-Dimensional Solution.
Form Matrix Stress R-squared
23 1. Asian American, Male .15 .82

2. Asian American, Female .15 .81
3. African American, Male .21 .52
4. African American, Female .21 .52
5. Other Hispanic, (both) .21 .51
6. Native American, (both) .25 .33
7. Mexican Am./P.R., Male .23 .43
8. Mexican Am./P.R., Female .22 .45
9. Caucasian, Male .14 .82
10. Caucasian, Female .14 .84

Table 24c, MDS Subject Weights for Each Racial Group for the Five-Dimensional Solution.
Dimension

Form Matrix Weirdness 1 2 3 4 5
23 1. Asian American, Male .28 .75 .35 .21 .15 .26

2. Asian American, Female .21 .73 .33 .22 .20 .28
3. African American, Male .16 .38 .30 .29 .35 .28
4. African American, Female .17 .40 .29 .32 .35 .23
5. Other Hispanic, (both) .11 .44 .25 .32 .25 .29
6. Native American, (both) .16 .33 .23 .25 .27 .17
7. Mexican Am./P.R., Male .29 .35 .14 .30 .35 .26
8. Mexican Am./P.R., Female .34 .34 .14 .32 .40 .23
9. Caucasian, Male .27 .68 .43 .26 .14 .30
10. Caucasian, Female .25 .72 .39 .27 .15 .26

Importance of each dimension: .29 .09 .08 .08 .07

4 5
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Multi-group WMDS Analysis:
Race Form 23

Subject Weights: Race, Form 23.
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2) Asian, F 4) Afric-Am, F 6) Native-Am, F 8) Mex-Am,
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Group CFA Results

CFA analyses were carried out using both LISREL 7.2 and 8.0 (Joreskog & Sorbom, 1996).
This produced two different sets of results, and thus, two different sets of information about the
relationships among groups. Version 8.0 yielded overall GFI and RMSR statistics for two
hypothesis, B & C. Hypothesis B, tested whether all groups had the same pattern and starting values
(equivalent structure). Hypothesis C which was slightly more restrictive; tested whether all
parameter matrices had the same pattern of fixed and free elements, and that all elements, which
were defined as free, were equal across groups (invariant structure). Tables 25 and 26 (beginning on
the next page) contain the results of the overall CFA hypothesis tests for test forms 15 and 23.
LISREL 7.2 yielded a GFI and RMSR for each group (i.e., no overall fit statistics). Tables 27a-27d
summarize the individual group CFA results for the following groups for form 15: sex, repeaters,
ESL, and race. For all models, the RMSR were below .10. In addition, the CFA results for form 23
are nearly identical to those for form 15. Tables 28a through 28d summarize the individual group
CFA results for form 23.

Multi-group CFA Analysis: Form 15

Table 25, Overall Group GFI and RMSR Statistics for Hypothesis B&C, for Form 15.
Hypothesis B. Hypothesis C.

GFI RMSR
SEX 1 .82 .057

2 .91 .038
3 .93 .033
4 .95 .028
6 .97 .022

REPEATER 1 .82 .061
2 .92 .039
3 .94 .033
4 .95 .029
6 .97 .023

ESL 1 .82 .055
2 .89 .039
3 .91 .034
4 .93 .031
6 .95 .026

RACE 1 .83 .059
2 .92 .039
3 .94 .032
4 .95 .028
6 .97 .022

4 7

GFI RMSR
.82
.91
.93
.95
.97

.058

.039

.034

.028
.022

.82 .062

.92 .040

.94 .034

.95 .030

.97 .024

.82 .059

.89 .045

.91 .039

.93 .036

.94 .033

.83 .059

.92 .038

.94 .032

.95 .028

.97 .022
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Multi-group CFA Analysis: Form 23

Table 26, Overall Group GFI and RMSR Statistics for Hypothesis B&C, for Form 23.
Hypothesis B. Hypothesis C.

GFI RMSR GFI RMSR
SEX 1 .83 .055 .82 .057

2 .92 .040 .92 .042
3 .94 .034 .94 .036
4 .95 .031 .95 .031
6 .97 .023 .97 .024

REPEATER 1 .83 .060 .83 .060
2 .91 .044 .91 .045
3 .94 .038 .94 .038
4 .95 .034 .95 .034
6 .98 .024 .98 .024

ESL 1 .80 .058 .79 .066
2 .88 .044 .88 .057
3 .90 .040 .90 .047
4 .92 .038 .92 .044
6 .95 .029 .95 .036

RACE 1 .85 .057 .84 .058
2 .92 .043 .92 .042
3 .95 .034 .95 .034
4 .96 .031 .96 .032
6 .98 .024 .98 .025

Sexes. Given the results of the WMDS analyses, we did not expect to find differences in the
factor structures for females and males. Inspection of the overall fit indices for both hypotheses
indicate equivalent and invariant structures across sexes for both exams, for 2-factor and higher
models (2-factor GFI/RMSR for exam 15=.91/.039 & exam 23=.92/.041). For exam 15, the fit
indices for individual groups, shown in Table 27a, confirm similar fit for both males and females for
all models. These results were consistent with the parcel-level 15A and 15B CFA results. A two-
factor model fit well (GFI=.94 and RMSR=.033) and all higher models fit slightly better. The two-
factor model specified constructs measuring a) verbal reasoning and essay items on factor 1, and b)
all science parcels on factor 2. For test form 23, again, there were no differences between males and
females. The two-factor model fit well (GFI=.93 and RMSR=.038) and all higher models fit better.
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Multi-group CFA Analysis: Form 15

Table 27a, CFA Fit Indices for Females and Males, Exam 15.

Form
# of

Factors
Female

GFI RMSR
Male

GFI RMSR CHI-SQR DF
15 1 .85 .052 .84 .053 32,778 1154

2 .94 .033 .94 .033 16,912 1151

3 .96 .028 .96 .027 10,128 1146
4 .98 .019 .98 .022 6,481 1139
6 .98 .017 .98 .018 4,752 1119

7,651 8,714

Multi-group CFA Analysis: Form 23

Table 28a, CFA Fit Indices for Females and Males, Exam 23.

Form
# of

Factors
Female

GFI RMSR GFI
Male

RMSR CH1-SQR DF
23 1 .86 .050 .86 .052 23,848 1087

2 .92 .038 .93 .038 14,749 1084
3 .95 .033 .95 .033 8,449 1079
4 .97 .028 .98 .024 5,130 1072
6 .98 .022 .99 .020 3,371 1052
N 5,952 6,662

First-time/repeaters. For first-timers/repeaters analyses, the overall fit indices for hypotheses
B and C indicate equivalent and invariant structures exist across both groups for both exams, for 2-
factor and higher models (2-factor GFI/RMSR for form 15 = .92/.040 & form 23 = .91/.045). For
form 15, the individual CFA fit indices for repeaters and first-timers, shown in Table 27b, were
nearly identical to each other. The two-factor model fit well (GFI=.94, RMSR=.033) and the indices
were consistent with the parcel-level 15A and 15B CFA results. For form 23, again, there were no
differences in individual CFA fit indices between first-timers and repeaters. Two-factor models fit
the data well (GFI=.93, RMSR=.039) and all higher models fit slightly better.

Table 27b, CFA Fit Indices for First-timers and Repeaters, Exam 15.

Form
# of

Factors
First-timers

GFI RMSR
Repeaters

GFI RMSR CHI-SQR DF
15 1 .84 .052 .85 .056 34,156 1154

2 .94 .031 .94 .035 16,945 1151
3 .96 .025 .96 .029 10,107 1146
4 .98 .020 .98 .021 6,433 1139
6 .98 .017 .98 .019 4,702 1119

8,820 7,661

4 9
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Table 28b, CFA Fit Indices for First-timers and Repeaters, Exam 23.

Form
# of

Factors
First-timers

GFI RMSR
Repeaters

GFI RMSR CHI-SQR DF
23 1 .85 .050 .86 .055 24,734 1087

2 .93 .037 .93 .040 14,970 1084
3 .95 .032 .95 .035 8,664 1079
4 .97 .024 .97 .027 5,204 1072
6 .98 .020 .98 .023 3,465 1052
N 7,297 5,320

Native English/ESL. The overall fit indices for ESL were a bit surprising. Unlike the above
analyses, the overall fit indices did not indicate equivalent and invariant structures across groups for
the 2-factor model (2-factor GFI/RMSR for form 15 = .89/.042 & form 23 = .88/.051). Good fit
was obtained for 3-factor and higher models (3-factor GFITRMSR for form 15 = .91/.037 & form 23
= .901.044). Looking at the individual CFA results, shown in Table 27c, we see that in all cases, fit
is slightly worse for those who learned English between ages 6-10 (GFI/RMSR for 2-factor model
=.92/.042) and after age 10 (GFI/RMSR for 2-factor model =.92/.039), compared to those for whom
English is their first language (GFI/RMSR for 2-factor model =.94/.032). In contrast to the overall
results, in all cases the GFI is greater than .90 for all three groups in two-factor and higher models.
For form 23, results were similar. Individual data-model fit indices for ESL groups were poorer
(GFI/RMSR for 2-factor model in each group = .901.052) than model-data fit for native English
speakers (GFI/RMSR for 2-factor model = .931.037). Again, in all cases, model fit for those in the
"learned English between ages 6-10" group is more similar to those who learned English after agel 0,
than it is to those for whom English is a first language. This suggests that the factor structure is
similar for these two ESL groups, but possibly different from the English as a first language group.
Consequently, this may have implications for categorizing examinees as ESL or English first.

Table 27c, CFA Fit Indices for ESL Groups, Exam 15.

Form
# of

Factors
English First
GFI RMSR

Learned 6-10
GFI RMSR

Learned after 10
GFI RMSR

CHI-
SQR DF

15 1 .88 .047 .86 .056 .85 .053 29,623 1748
2 .94 .032 .92 .042 .92 .039 17,139 1743
3 .96 .024 .94 .031 .94 .032 10,310 1735
4 .98 .019 .96 .028 .96 .029 7,110 1724
6 .99 .017 .96 .025 .96 .027 5,413 1693
N 13,337 1,578 1,477
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Learned after 10
GFI RMSR

CRI-
SQR DF

23 1 .88 .048 .84 .065 .84 .057 22,508 1647
2 .93 .037 .90 .054 .90 .049 14,878 1642
3 .96 .030 .93 .044 .93 .042 8,545 1633
4 .98 .023 .95 .039 .95 .037 5,545 1623
6 .99 .019 .96 .036 .96 .035 3,942 1592

10,245 1,163 1,088

Race/ethnicity. The overall CFA fit statistics for racial/ethnic groups yielded equivalent and
invariant structures across all groups for both test forms, for 2-factor and higher models (2-factor
GFI/RMSR for form 15 = .92/.039 & form 23 = .92/.043). The individual CFA results for form 15
are shown in Table 27d. Due to the small sample size, the results for Native Americans were not
stable and will not be discussed. For the two-factor model there was good fit for Asians, African
Americans, and Caucasians (GFI=.93, .92, and .92, respectively). Across all models, the Asian
Americans and Caucasians had the highest and most similar fit indices, with African Americans
fitting nearly as well. Mexican Americans and Puerto Ricans had good model-data fit for the three-
factor model (GFI=.92), although their fit statistics were consistently lower than those of Asians,
Caucasians and African Americans. Spanish and South Americans (the smallest sample size) had
the poorest fit. For this group, only the six-factor model fit the data well (GFI=.90). For form 23,
again, Asians and Caucasians had the highest fit indices followed by African Americans, and then
by Mexican Americans and Puerto Ricans. The model-data fit for Spanish and South Americans was
generally poor (GFI for the 6-factor model = .89).

Table 27d, CFA Fit Indices for Racial Groups, Exam 15.

Form
No. of

Factors

Asian
Am.
GFI

African
Am.
GFI

Spanish/
South Am.

GFI

Native
Am.
GFI

Mexican
Am/P.R.

GFI
White
GFI

CHI-
SQR DF

15 1 .82 .88 .79 .67 .84 .86 33,275 3530
2 .93 .92 .85 .72 .88 .92 23,015 3519
3 .96 .95 .88 .73 .92 .96 12,249 3502
4 .97 .96 .89 .74 .94 .98 9,104 3479
6 .98 .96 .90 .75 .95 .98 7,396 3415
N 3,844 1,393 373 123 967 8,880
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Table 28d, CFA Fit Indices for Racial Groups, Exam 23.

Form
No. of

Factors

Asian
Am.
GFI

African
Am.
GFI

Spanish/
South Am.

GFI

Native
Am.
GFI

Mexican
Am/P.R.

GFI
White
GFI

CHI-
SQR DF

23 1 .84 .86 .82 .64 .84 .87 24,174 3327
2 .92 .90 .85 .67 .90 .93 15,956 3316
3 .94 .92 .87 .68 .91 .96 10,141 3299
4 .97 .95 .88 .69 .93 .98 7,232 3276
6 .97 .95 .89 .71 .94 .98 5,709 3212

N 2,853 1,085 287 85 909 6,711

In summary, the multi-group CFA analyses supported the structural equivalence of the
MCAT across the selected groups studied. Perhaps the only exceptions were in cases involving
examinees for whom English is not their first language. For ESL groups, the 2-factor model did not
appear adequate to account for their data. This is consistent with some of the WMDS findings.
Certain groups tended to de-emphasize the writing dimensions and place more weight on science
dimensions. For these groups, however, a 3-factor model which separated writing from verbal
reasoning, appeared to adequately fit the data. A cross tabulation of ESL by Race reveals that
approximately 40% of those in the Other Hispanic group and 60% of those in the Mexican American
or Puerto Rican group learned English after age 5 (Table 29 and 30). These results, perhaps, have
implications for how examinees are classified as ESL or Native English Speakers.

Table 29, Crosstab of ESL by Race for Exam 15.
Race English First English 6 to 10 English after 10 Row Total
Asian American 2,311 765 752 3,828

60% 20% 20% 25
African American 1,255 57 68 1,380

91% 4% 5% 9%
Other Hispanic 231 68 73 372

62% 18% 20% 2%
Native American 118 1 0 119

99% 1% 0% 1%
Mexican American 437 400 121 958

45% 42% _ 13% 6%
Caucasian 8,254 215 382 8,851

94% 2% 4% 57%
Column Total 12,606 1,506 1,396 15,508

81% 10% 9% 100%

Table 30, Crosstab of ESL by Race for Exam 23.
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Race English First English 6 to 10 English after 10 Row Total
Asian American 1,869 460 493 2,822

66% 16% 18% 24%

African American 966 34 70 1,070
90% 3% 7% 9%

Other Hispanic 168 52 66 286
59% 18% 23% 2%

Native American 83 1 1 85
98% 1% 1% 1%

Mexican American 360 394 134 888
41% 44% 15% 8%

Caucasian 6,242 157 285 6,684
94% 2% 4% 56%

Column Total 9,688 1,098 1,049 11,835
82% 9% 9% 100%

Discussion

This study reported the results of several different analyses conducted on data from recent
administrations of the MCAT. The purposes of these analyses were to better understand the
structure of these data, compare the observed structure to the content structure specified in the
MCAT blueprints, and evaluate the similarity of the structure across selected groups of MCAT
examinees.

Several important pieces of information were learned through these analyses. First, the
results suggest that appraisals of the MCAT structure should be conducted at the parcel-level rather
than at the item level. Consistent with the literature (e.g., Cattell, 1956; Dorans & Lawrence, 1987,
1991; Green, 1983), the item-level analyses uncovered numerous uninterpretable factors that were
most likely due to random error. Furthermore, different results were obtained when replicating over
the different item orderings of each test form, and over the different test forms. In contrast, the
parcel-level analyses were readily interpretable and the results were consistent across replications.

The parcel-level results suggest a dominant factor underlies the MCAT. The first factor
resulting from the PCAs accounted for over 30% of the variation among the item parcels. Given the
diverse knowledge and skills measured, this dominant factor is probably a "general intelligence"
factor. The results also suggest additional factors that represent the principle disciplines measured
on the MCAT. Looking beyond the general factor, the next structural layer of the MCAT separates
test material measuring science from test material measuring verbal reasoning and writing skills.
The next structural level depicts three factors: science, verbal reasoning, and writing skill. These
three factors were supported by all analyses (i.e., PCA, MDS, CFA) and were replicated across all
test forms.
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The results also support the distinctions among the science disciplines specified in the MCAT
blueprint. The PCA results illustrated patterns of factor loadings that segregated one or more of the
science disciplines, and the MDS results revealed clusters of items that distinguished among the
biology, physics, and chemistry-related items. The specific pattern of factor loadings and clusters
was not consistent across test forms, which suggests these disciplines are closely related. Thus, these
disciplines are probably best thought of as separate facets of an unidimensional science proficiency
construct. The CFA results supported factor models specifying unique factors for each of the science
disciplines, but these models were less parsimonious than the three-factor model that displayed
adequate fit to the data.

In general, the analyses support the current content structure of the MCAT reported in the test
blueprint. However, from a statistical perspective, the results suggest it may be possible to scale the
biological sciences and physical sciences items along a single continuum, rather than along two
separate scales. These results are congruent with the item response theory (IRT) analyses conducted
recently on these data (AIR, 1998), which showed that if separate IRT proficiency estimates were
derived for each discipline, MCAT test takers would be rank-ordered similarly across disciplines.
The results also support the viability of re-arranging the discipline areas across the two science test
sections. In particular, the results suggest that the general chemistry and organic chemistry items
could be included on the same test section. Item parcels from these two disciplines tended to have
similar patterns of factor loadings and dimension coordinates.

The statistical similarity of items representing the science disciplines is an important finding
to be borne in mind as the AAMC considers changes in the content structure of the MCAT and the
possibility of computerized-adaptive testing. However, the most parsimonious structure of the
MCAT from a statistical perspective may not be the "best" structure from other perspectives. For
example, the specification of separate science disciplines may foster construct representation, assist
students in preparing for the exam, and promote the development of higher quality items than if a
general science proficiency construct were specified.

With respect to the consistency of the MCAT structure across selected groups of test takers,
the results supported the hypothesis of stnictural invariance across groups. In general, the MDS
analyses indicated that all dimensions were relevant for accounting for the variation in the data for
each group. However, in two situations, notable differences among the dimensions that were most
"important" for one or two groups were observed. Females who learned English between 6 and 10
years old, and male and female Mexican Americans, had relatively lower weights on the "essay"
dimension in comparison to the other groups. For these groups, the dimensions related to one or
more of the science disciplines accounted for relatively more variation in their data than did the
verbal reasoning or essay dimensions. These results are interesting and should be followed up to see
if these differences are related to differences in predictive validity for these groups. However, with
respect to the general structure of the MCAT, these differences appear to be minor, and the overall
impression provided by the MDS results is that the structure is roughly equivalent across groups.
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The multi-group MDS analyses, which employed separate correlations matrices for each
group, required more dimensions to fit the data than did the global MDS analyses. This was
expected based on previous research (e.g., Sireci, 1998) because minor variation specific to any one
matrix will increase the dimensionality of the solution. The interesting result of this study is that the
increased dimensionality was directly related to the MCAT structure specified in the test blueprint.
That is, the minor differences among the group weights reflected minor differences in the weightings
of the discipline areas specified in the test blueprint. It is also interesting to note that when separate
matrices were derived for males and females belonging to a specific racial/ethnic group, the
dimension weights were very similar across men and women (with the exception noted above for
females who learned English between 6 and 10 years old).

The multi-group CFA analyses also supported the structural invariance of the MCAT across
the selected groups of test takers. In general, the three-factor solution that specified equivalent
patterns of factor loadings across all groups displayed adequate fit to the data. These results confirm
the interpretation that the differences among the group weights in the MDS solution were minor.
Thus, the exploratory multi-group MDS results, and the confirmatory multi-group CFA results point
to the same conclusion of factor structure equivalence across groups.
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Apendix A: 2-Factor CFA Model
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Apendix A: 3-Factor CFA Model
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Apendix A: 4.-Factor CFA Model
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Apendix A: 4b-Factor CFA Model
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Apendix A: 6-Factor CFA Model
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Apendix A: 8-Factor CFA Model
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Apendix A: Parceling Scheme by Passage/Discipline. Form 15

The following equations show which items were used to create the parcels.
Verbal Reasoning:
VROlssc = sVRa01 + sVRa04 + sVRa05 + sVRa07 + sVRal0 .
VRO2ssc = sVRa02 + sVRa03 + sVRa06 + sVRa08 + sVRa09 .
VRO3hum = sVRall + sVRal2 + sVRal3 + sVRal4 + sVRal5 + sVRal 6 .
VRO4nst = sVRal7 + sVRal8 + sVRal9 + sVRa20 + sVRa21 + sVRa22 + sVRa23 .
VRO5ssc = sVRa24 + sVRa25 + sVRa26 + sVRa27 + sVRa28 + sVRa29 .
VRO6ssc = sVRa30 + sVRa31 + sVRa32 + sVRa33 + sVRa34 + sVRa35 .
VRO7hum = sVRa36 + sVRa37 + sVRa38 + sVRa39 sVRa40 + sVRa41 .

VRO8hum = sVRa42 + sVRa43 + sVRa44 + sVRa45 + sVRa46 + sVRa47 .
VRO9nst = sVRa48 + sVRa49 + sVRa50 + sVRa51 + sVRa52 + sVRa53 + sVRa54 + sVRa55 .

Physics:
phy01 = psa07 + psa08 + psa09 + psal 0 + psal 1 + psal2 + psal3 .

phy02 = psal4 + psal5 + psal6 + psal7 + psal8 + psa24 .

phy03 = psa26 + psa40 + psa41 + psa43 + psa59 + psa63 .

phy04 = psa47 + psa48 + psa49 + psa50 + psa51 + psa52 .

phy05 = psa53 + psa54 + psa55 + psa56 + psa57 .

General Chemistry:
gch01 = psa01 + psa02 + psa03 + psa04 + psa05 + psa06 .

gch02 = psal9 + psa20 + psa21 + psa22 + psa23 + psa25 .

gch03 = psa28 + psa29 + psa30 + psa31 + psa32 + psa33 + psa27 .

gch04 = psa34 + psa35 + psa36 + psa37 + psa38 + psa39 + psa62 .

gch05 = psa42 + psa44 + psa45 + psa46 + psa58 + psa60 + psa61 .

Biology:
blgOl = sbsa01 + sbsa02 + sbsa03 + sbsa04 + sbsa05 + sbsa06 .

blgO2 = sbsal3 + sbsal4 + sbsal6 + sbsal7 + sbsa23 + sbsa24 .

blgO3 = sbsal8 + sbsal9 + sbsa20 + sbsa21 + sbsa22 .

blgO4 = sbsa27 + sbsa28 + sbsa29 + sbsa30 + sbsa31 + sbsa32 + sbsa33 .

blgO5 = sbsa40 + sbsa41 + sbsa42 + sbsa43 + sbsa44 + sbsa45 + sbsa46 .

blgO6 = sbsa52 + sbsa53 + sbsa54 + sbsa55 + sbsa56 + sbsa57 .

blgO7 = sbsa58 + sbsa59 + sbsa60 + sbsa61 + sbsa62 + sbsa26 .

Organic Chemistry:
org01 = sbsa07 + sbsa08 + sbsa09 + sbsal + sbsal 1 + sbsal2 + sbsal5 .

org02 = sbsa34 + sbsa35 + sbsa36 + sbsa37 + sbsa38 + sbsa25 + sbsa39 .

org03 = sbsa47 + sbsa48 + sbsa49 + sbsa50 + sbsa51 + sbsa63 .
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Apendix A: Parceling Scheme by Discipline/Difficulty, Form 15

The following equations show which items were used to create the parcels.
Verbal Reasoning:
VROlhum = sVRa45 + sVRa41 + sVRa39 + sVRa38 + sVRa36 + sVRal4 .

VRO2hum = sVRa47 + sVRal3 + sVRa43 + sVRal5 + sVRal 1 + sVRa42 .

VRO3hum = sVRa37 + sVRa46 + sVRa40 + sVRa44 + sVRal2 + sVRal6 .

VRO4nst = sVRa53 + sVRa22 + sVRal7 + sVRa23 + sVRa21 .

VRO5nst = sVRa48 + sVRa54 + sVRa50 + sVRa49 + sVRal 8 .

VRO6nst = sVRal9 + sVRa51 + sVRa55 + sVRa52 + sVRa20 .

VRO7ssc = sVRa35 + sVRa01 + sVRa04 + sVRa05 + sVRa09 .

VRO8ssc = sVRa34 + sVRa31 + sVRa06 + sVRal 0 + sVRa08 .

VRO9ssc = sVRa26 + sVRa02 + sVRa03 + sVRa33 + sVRa24 + sVRa28 .

VR1Ossc = sVRa29 + sVRa30 + sVRa32 + sVRa25 + sVRa07 + sVRa27 .

Physics:
phy01 = psa52 + psal 8 + psal 7 + psal 2 + psa41 + psa08 .

phy02 = psa57 + psa55 + psa49 + psal3 + psa48 + psa07 .

phy03 = psa63 + psa40 + psal6 + psal5 + psa24 + psal 1 .

phy04 = psa59 + psa51 + psa54 + psa43 + psa 1 + psa47 .
phy05 = psa50 + psa56 + psa26 + psa53 + psal4 + psa09 .

General Chemistry:
gch01 = psa39 + psa32 + psa37 + psa61 + psa42 .

gch02 = psa33 + psa44 + psa60 + psa31 + psa02 .

gch03 = psa23 + psa22 + psa36 + psa20 + psa34 .

gch04 = psa46 + psa62 + psa58 + psa01 + psa30 + psa 1 9 .

gch05 = psa45 + psa05 + psa04 + psa03 + psa27 + psa28 .

gch06 = psa06 + psa38 + psa35 + psa21 + psa29 + psa25 .

litipkgn
blgOl = sbsa57 + sbsa61 + sbsa60 + sbsal4 + sbsa03 .

blgO2 = sbsa22 + sbsa53 + sbsa42 + sbsa41 + sbsa01 .

blgO3 = sbsa46 + sbsa31 + sbsal 6 + sbsa04 + sbsal 8 .

blgO4 = sbsa56 + sbsa45 + sbsa21 + sbsa58 + sbsa24 .

blgO5 = sbsal 7 + sbsa44 + sbsa30 + sbsa26 + sbsa02 .

blgO6 = sbsa62 + sbsa43 + sbsa52 + sbsa40 + sbsal 9 + sbsa23 .

blgO7 = sbsa33 + sbsa55 + sbsa05 + sbsa06 + sbsal3 + sbsa27 .

blgO8 = sbsa54 + sbsa32 + sbsa20 + sbsa59 + sbsa29 + sbsa28 .

Organic Chemistry:
org01 = sbsa25 + sbsa09 + sbsa48 + sbsa39 + sbsa36 .

org02 = sbsa63 + sbsa50 + sbsa49 + sbsa47 + sbsa34 .

org03 = sbsal 2 + sbsa38 + sbsal + sbsa 1 5 + sbsa08 .

org04 = sbsa51 + sbsall + sbsa37 + sbsa35 + sbsa07 .
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